Transforming Quantum Scalar Potential into Kinetic Motion
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Introduction
- There are three processes involved in deriving Kinetic Motion/Energy from Scalar Potential (aka Quantum Scalar Potential, Zero Point, Source, Dirac Sea, etc.)
- This presentation discusses these three processes but not the countless details. All three processes have been discovered in the literature. It would take days or weeks to discuss each one of these processes. This presentation is as a simplified "snap shot". These processes are:
  - 1 - Scalar Potential State
  - 2 - Differentiation, Refraction or Disturbing Equilibrium
  - 3 - Kinetic States – Motion

These discoverers were all aware of these processes. They each mentioned them in their own terms all having the same meaning.

- John Keely - "...he [Keely] is able to draw vibratory energy directly from space by the aid of special resonating expedients, and that this energy can be made to yield powerful attractive and repulsive force and be converted into vigorous rotary motion through the use of certain apparatus." [source]

- Walter Russell - "God divides the stillness of His omnipresent Oneness into mated pairs, and simultaneously multiplies their power to simulate His omnipotence and omniscience through fast centripetal motion. He then unites His mated pairs to simulate His Oneness, and simultaneously multiplies their speed of centrifugal motion until they disappear into His omnipresent stillness." [source]

- Thomas Bearden - "Every "thing" or "process" is continually being created at fantastic rate, and continually sustained, by a specific fiercely bubbling interaction of the virtual particles comprising the local virtual particle vacuum and its "flux". The positive energy and positive probabilities of the interacting vacuum energy determine the higher levels that are formed in the interaction." [source]

- Mrs. Fitzgerald Hughes - "I believe that, eventually, scientific minds will arrive at the conclusion that all the energies around us arise from the laws which regulate the life of matter, and cause the continual development of trinities from unities." [source]

- Victor Schauberger - "Will and counterwill are functions of the temperatures that arise for one reason or another. Work is a function of the temperatures that lie above or below the turning point or point of intersection - the anomaly point - in which all life arises (zero point)." [source]

- Nikola Tesla - "There are ample writings acknowledging that there is unlimited energy in the Universe, but to say one is able to tap this supply is another matter. For me to go into a technical account of how to harness this energy, would mean the writing of volumes. This I have been able to do through the use of certain valves and oscillators that I have made and of which doctors of science have said are the most powerful devices known to science today." [source]
of etheric or interetheric particles the faster stream (Whittaker Structure) will curl inward, the other slower stream (Whittaker Structure) will curl outward. At least two harmonic octave ranges of velocities are required to support the Whittaker Structures or Sympathetic Streams - in a phase conjugate pattern.

• “If a billiard ball were rotated to a certain velocity, it would separate in pieces, and the pieces would fly off in a tangent; but if it were a ball of ether, the higher the velocity of rotation the stronger would be the tendency of its corpuscles to seek its centre of neutrality, and to hold together.” [Keely]

• Bearden uses the term “tickling the Dirac Sea”. [source]
• Other known Differentiators are prisms, differential densities, shorts or sparks and different forms of motions.

Third Process - Kinetic States or Motion

3. List of Synonyms for Polar States
• First step of Differentiation or Refraction is manifesting a two part mate-pair or polarity.
• Polarity of a wave is of the nature of the greater preponderance of the force which is in it, either entropy or syntropy. The radiations or vibrations from a wave are always of the nature of the polarity, either entropic or syntropic.
• Polarity is determined by relative number, frequency, quality or quantity. [See list of synonyms for 369]
• Two seeming opposite polar states interacting in concert initiate and maintain motion. - https://svpwiki.com/motion

Questions & Answers
Q1 - What are some examples of physical matter that can act as a medium for refraction in the transformation from scalar potential to kinetic energy?
A1 - Any material and/or shape that can impart more than one velocity or motion resultant of an energetic impact. This could be something as simple as a drop of water (as in a rainbow). Or it could be glass or crystal shaped specifically as with opposing angles (as in a prism).
Q2 - How can consciousness and intentional focus serve as mediums for refraction in the manifestation of desired outcomes?
A2 - Keely considered thought as the “infinite exciter.” A focused and resolute thought disturbs the harmony around us such as for instance in our bodies. When these thoughts are negative (fear, anger, self-loathing, etc.) the body’s harmony is disrupted creating illness, pain and disease. Positive resolute thoughts heal or when directed at the Universal Consciousness (prayer) disturbs that Consciousness bringing into manifestation that desired thought.

Q3 - What role do sound and vibration play as catalysts for refraction in the conversion of scalar potential to kinetic states?
A3 - Sound and vibration can be used as high intensity impulses to momentarily add or subtract frequency and/or power to a scalar, neutral or coincidental center causing a reverse reaction or emission. Such as for instance a sound impacting a stone cliff face then reacting in an echo or reverberation from within the mass of stone. Same for the well known phenomenon of a tuned voice shattering a wine glass.

Q4 - How do electromagnetic fields interact with scalar potential to induce refraction and generate kinetic energy?
A4 - Law of Variation of Atomic Pitch by Electricity and Magnetism "Electricity and Magnetism produce internal vibrations in the atom, which are followed by proportional changes in volume and, therefore, pitch.” [Keely, 1893] "the higher the velocity of rotation the stronger would be the tendency of its corpuscles to seek its centre of neutrality, and to hold together” [and vice versa] These high and the low velocities constitute a mutual constraint or tension resulting in periodic to and fro motion or Universal Heartbeat or rotation.

Q5 - In what ways can conscious awareness and the recognition of interconnectedness act as a medium for refraction in aligning intentions with the cosmic flow?
A5 - Full conscious awareness of Oneness (see A2) is elimination of interferences (doubt, fear, questioning) to fulfillment of that desired to be refracted and made manifest.
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